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In Norway, where relations between men and women are rather relaxed (compared to most other societies), and where gender equality is an official ideal, children of immigrants from the Middle East, Asia and Africa frequently experience a considerable contrast between the way gender issues are dealt with in their families versus the surrounding society. Their gender constructions show a large variation, often depicted as ranging from total replication of parents’ cultural standards to total adaptation of Norwegian standards. While young women who wear veils typically are seen, however, as conforming to their parents’ standards, they may have undergone a revolution in other aspects of their lives. An uninformed view labels tough-looking male members of immigrant gangs as “Arabic machos” or the like, but their ideals about masculinity, certainly far from the official Norwegian ideals, do not correspond to the ideals in their parents’ home countries either. There is something genuinely new in the make, which implies that these gender constructions cannot be understood only in the light of the different cultures; they also reflect the particular social situations of young people of immigrant origin. 

Gender and cultural difference
Many cultural differences may be blended: One may dress in one way one day, and in another way the next day, or mix musical genres in order to create a new kind of music. Compromises are harder to find when it comes to differences regarding sex and gender. There is no middle ground between a norm of pre-marital virginity and an ideal of living out one’s sexual desires, and except for rare cases of successful co-operation, no middle ground between allowing one’s parents to choose a spouse and choosing a spouse oneself. For immigrant youth, it will cause pain if they disappoint or deceive their parents, but to obey them may entail unbearable restrictions on their lives. For the older generation of immigrants, seeing their children or grandchildren behave in a way they consider immoral causes personal suffering.​[1]​
	Gender issues are at the core of debates on group rights and multiculturalism. This may be, as Okin (1999) states, because personal, sexual, and reproductive life functions are a central focus of most cultures. Values and practices regarding sex and gender are among the most fundamental constituents of a society’s symbolic system as well as of an individual’s self or habitus (cf. Ortner 1974, Ortner & Whitehead 1981, Bourdieu 2001). Most people from the Western world react strongly to immigrant parents who do not allow their daughters to go out, to gender segregation, to veils, arranged marriages, demands for premarital virginity, not to mention polygamy or clitoridectomy. Even those who value multiculturalism and encourage immigrants to express their cultural difference on the public scene, usually limit their encouragement to food and music and the like, while overtly displayed differences regarding gender issues almost always are the object of disapproval​[2]​. Many immigrants from sexually restrictive societies react no less strongly to the exposition of nudity in the Western world, to women’s dress, dating patterns, sexual permissiveness, sexual education in school, etc.. Writing about Hispanic women in USA, Oliva Espín (1984) claims sexuality and gender roles tend to remain the last bastion of tradition. However, it is mainly the female immigrants who are expected to continue to live as they did in the society of origin, and thus made to embody cultural continuity (Espín 1994 cited in Mørck 1998). Gendered ways of behavior become symbolic markers of ethnicity, both in a process of labeling from the outside and in the construction of a subjective identity. Ethnicity is expressed in specific ways to be men or women, in gendered practices, in deeply embodied behavior, in ways of dressing, in adherence to certain values, etc. 

This article is based on interviews conducted in 1996 and 1997 with 52 men and women, almost all between 20 and 25 years old (13 persons were interviewed by Viggo Vestel, the remainder by the author). Forty-one of the 52 have parents from Pakistan, Turkey or Vietnam; the rest have origins in other Asian countries, in Africa or Latin America. Most of the interviewees are born in Norway or arrived to Norway as small children. They are all second generation immigrants, in the sense that they are in Norway as a result of one or both of their parents’ decision to emigrate (with the exception of two who followed other adult relatives). They were recruited from different sources (through teachers, social workers, ethnic organizations, prison authorities, personal networks) in order to obtain a wide distribution of life situations. The interviews were carried out in an informal fashion, and took a broad approach to the interviewees’ life course and family history. 
	In many ways, it would have been easier to operate with a more homogenous sample, of, say, girls of Pakistani origin born in Norway. It would have then been easier to claim that the traits they had in common could be expected to be found among other girls of Pakistani origin born in Norway. However, the heterogeneous sample offers other advantages, the first of these being a reminder to be careful with external validity claims. If one wants to say something about young people of immigrant origin, one should be cognizant of the fact that they are a very heterogeneous population, crosscut by all kinds of divisions: gender, country of origin, religion, social class and family background, time spent in Norway, place of residence, etc. The aim of my analysis is to identify some of the problems and challenges that many (but far from all) young people of immigrant origin will face. I try therefore to be specific, by noting the interviewee’s gender and ethnic background each time I refer to them. Thereafter I will have to leave it to my readers to judge whether my analysis gives sense to experiences or observations they have made themselves elsewhere, in other contexts. 
	The heterogeneity of the sample also serves as an implicit encouragement for searching explanations related to social background or to the situation of immigrants in Norway rather than cultural explanations. Some problems of cultural explanations include: the risk of unjustified generalizations, neglect of important variations; the risk of essentialising certain practices, overlooking the possibilities of changes, and the risk of overlooking other explanatory factors such as structural forces, power relations, socio-economic factors etc. Further, whenever culture is used for explanatory purposes, one should remember that “culture” has not the same meaning and content for the two genders (cf. Okin 1999). 
	The point of departure for the present analysis is, however, a claim that there exist considerable cultural differences regarding gender and sexuality issues. The analysis relies mainly on experiences of young people with family background from Turkey, Pakistan, and Vietnam. In the first two societies, the religion is Islam and strong gender segregation is common, as well as arranged marriages. The three societies share a restrictive sexual morality, with an ideal of pre-marital virginity, particularly for women. They also have in common a rather rigid sexual division of labor, where women are accorded most of the domestic tasks, and a tradition with the man as the head of the family, with a strong authority over both wife and children. These differences regarding gender issues go together with differences regarding generational issues. Here we would cite Berg’s (1993) description of what he calls “traditional Turkish rural culture”: It is characterized by a low degree of individualization, strong social control, and is highly post-figurative.​[3]​ The same might be stated also about traditional Pakistani and Vietnamese cultures. Eleven informants have parents who come from countries other than the three mentioned. Some of them, namely those with a background from other Asian countries (Iran, India, China) and those from Africa (Morocco, Gambia, Ivory Coast), are rather familiar with the cultural traits mentioned, while those with a background from Latin America are less familiar with them. 
	Thus, the vast majority of the subjects of my study are young people with family backgrounds in societies we may term patriarchal. They have been brought up in Norway, one of the countries in the world where gender equality is a cherished ideal (a law on gender equality was voted in 1978) and where it has been the most fully achieved – in the educational system, on the labor market, in political life, as well as in the domestic sphere. The level of education is now higher for young women in Norway than for young men. Almost half of the work force are women, but a high proportion work part time, which, together with a persisting gender segregation of the labor market, explain women’s somewhat lower salaries. The gender differences in time used for childcare and domestic labor also persist, but have decreased considerably. Among young people, there are frequent friendships between girls and boys and gender mixing in sports and other leisure activities. The intergenerational relations are also more relaxed than at most places of the world, and between parents and children, negotiations are more important than obligations and commands.​[4]​ 
	The young people of immigrant origin, therefore, live with a confrontation between different gender constructions and different patterns of gender relations. The Norwegian pattern of relative equality between men and women and autonomy for young people has a cultural hegemony, and this is not only because Norwegians are the majority and dominate cultural institutions such as the schools and the media; it is also because the Norwegian model is associated with the Western world and with modernity, while the models from the parents’ countries are associated with the Orient and with traditions many Norwegians regard as obsolete. As Bourdieu and Wacquant (2000) present one of the French-Algerian sociologist Abdelmalek Sayad’s insights: “… migration is the product and expression of an historical relation of inter-national domination, at once material and symbolic,” and “every migrant carries this repressed relation of power between states within himself or herself and unwittingly recapitulates and re-enacts it in their personal strategies and experiences” (Bourdieu og Wacquant 2000: 175). These symbolic dimensions are the sounding board for differences and conflicts related to gender issues​[5]​. 

Generational continuity in a changed world 
In research on the second generation, there are different views on the question of cultural continuity. At one pole, we find a current with roots in traditional social anthropology. Alison Shaw (1988) might be an example. In a thoroughgoing study of a Pakistani community in Britain, she stresses that “there is much more continuity of tradition than is generally recognized” (p. 3). At the other pole, we find much of the research in the Cultural Studies tradition, which tends to perceive young immigrants as both products and creators of a new hybrid culture on the urban scene, keeping focus on peer relations and on cultural expressions like clothing style, music, or other art forms. The family and its history then receive little attention. An example is Les Back’s analyses of new, urban dance and music forms, or of the musician Apache Indian. Back claims that ethnicity is produced in negotiations between social collectivities, where the most important form of dialogues occurs within multiracial friendships (Back 1996: 158). Compared to the rather “frozen” picture drawn by Shaw, Back reveals a more dynamic situation, of complex and changing identities. The latter picture is apparently more up to date with currents in contemporary social science, but the former picture may still be closer to the actual experiences of young people of immigrant origin. This may, however, vary with gender, with country of emigration and with country of immigration, etc. The situation is complex, with a line of continuity from one generation to the next, while the next generation is exposed to radically different life conditions.​[6]​ 
	Many immigrants in the older generation may suffer from what Bourdieu (2000: 160) calls a habitus that is not adapted to the social structures that surround them anymore. For the immigrant parents, the dispositions composing the habitus were acquired in a different social reality, and social change together with their displacement into another society has rendered them obsolete. It is frequently claimed - also by some of my informants - that those who have emigrated keep more to traditions than those who stayed home, because they have not perceived the changes in their country of origin, or because they need traditions in order to preserve their identity (cf. Mørck 1998, Andersson 1999). The problems of the young people of immigrant origin are often conceptualized as a cultural or an identity conflict. In fact, the situation may more precisely be conceptualized as a generation conflict, a conflict that resembles that which most young people experience, but is stronger for those of immigrant origin, due to the greater distance between the generations. If the reader without immigrant origins could imagine what it would have been like to be brought up by one’s grandparents instead of one’s parents, this may pretty well capture the experience of many immigrant youth. 

On feelings of obligation toward parents
The history of immigration to Norway, as is true probably for much recent immigration to Europe is a story of misrecognition of the objective truth of emigration, as Sayad (2000) puts it, and, subsequently, a story of lost illusions: the illusion of temporary sojourn and return, the illusion of rapid wealth and social mobility, the illusion of remaining the same (preserving cultural identity) in a new context, etc. Many young men of Pakistani and Turkish origin arrived alone in the early 1970s, planning to stay for only a year or two. However, the years went by, and in most cases, the immigrants’ wives and children joined them in Norway. Tariq says: 
Dad had thought that he could work here and make some money and then go back. But that’s what everybody thinks. And suddenly the children start at school, and suddenly they are grown-ups, and then [the parents] think ‘Oh, now we’re going back’. But what they don’t think about is that it’s just like planting a plant. When you have planted it there, and water it with Norwegian water, its roots will be Norwegianized, and they didn’t think like that. Suddenly they want to bring the whole plant to Pakistan, and it’s not possible.
	The fact that these young ‘plants’ live in Norway today was not the result of a plan, it is often not something the parents have really wanted. A reason, or justification (or even a collective self-deception, as Sayad might have labeled it), the parents frequently give for staying in Norway is that they believe their children will have better opportunities there. The parents often have very high ambitions on their behalf, even as they typically have little or only irrelevant education themselves and are usually unable to help their children with their schoolwork. Many children cannot meet with their parents’ expectations, and the latter’s disappointment is a burden for both. 
	The parents have in most cases worked hard. It is not uncommon that the fathers have two jobs, and they have frequently carried out a kind of hard, manual labor they would not have had, had they not emigrated (this is particularly true for the Pakistanis who typically had middle or upper class origins). The mothers have often had jobs in addition to being in charge of big households. The interviewees were in the beginning of the twenties, so their parents were middle aged. I had not planned to ask for parents’ health in the interviews, but after a few interviews I became astonished as to how often they described their parents’ state of health as poor. Most of the parents had retired early – according to their children because they were exhausted. 
	The young people tell these family histories as stories about their parents’ sacrifices, and subsequently, as stories about their own debt to their parents (exactly like children of immigrants to the US – Portes and Rumbaut 2001: 192-93). This particularity of immigrant families’ histories adds to the impact of a central value in patriarchal societies: the respect and obedience children are expected to show towards their parents. 
	A survey of youth in Oslo (Øia 1999) revealed that the parental rules are stricter for youth of immigrant origin than for their native Norwegian peers. An example: While 63 % of the native Norwegian girls and 60 % of the boys (age 15-17) were allowed to come home after 10 p.m. on weekdays, the figure for Pakistani youth was only 11 % for the girls and 31 % for the boys (almost identical figures for youth of Vietnamese origin). 
	Most of the interviewed, accepted the strict rules of their parents. Sharin, born in Norway of Pakistani parents, had only played with native Norwegians during childhood and never thought about being different. “I didn’t think about dark hair and that … but when I was 14 or 15 I started to notice some difference, because Mum and Dad were perhaps more cautious. If I was to go out, I had to tell them in advance.” She rarely went to parties. “That was perhaps what made the difference. Mum and Dad … I actually never asked them, I felt I did not want to do it. Everybody asked me ‘why don’t you want to come, you’re just as Norwegian as we are,’ but … I knew I should not drink, that is from my religion.” She had a girlfriend who belonged to a charismatic Christian church, and who was as cautious and temperate as she was herself. They went together to parties, but went home early. Today, her closest friends are other girls of Pakistani origin. 
	Many young women told me that during their teens it had become difficult to maintain friendships with native Norwegian girls. The native Norwegians either did not understand why they accepted their parents’ strict rules, or they did not understand why the girls of immigrant origin did not share their interests in partying, drinking, and love affairs.​[7]​
	Among the boys of immigrant origin, too, native Norwegian friends tend to be replaced by friends of the same ethnic origin. The boys usually have more freedom than the girls, but their youth is often shorter than it is for the native Norwegians. Early marriages are frequent. Amina tells me her eldest brother had a child with a Norwegian girlfriend. In order to prevent the youngest brother from doing the same, the father obliged him to marry a Pakistani girl at 16. At the age of 23 he was already a father of 4 children. His life was obviously very different from the lives of most of his Norwegian peers. Many of the interviewed young men have or have had Norwegian girlfriends, but they have usually kept these relationships secret from their families. They have not been comfortable with this situation; for instance, if they had to tell their girlfriends they would drop their hands if they met with someone who might know their parents. The young men’s attitude is not necessarily proof of a moral double standard. They say it is for the immigrant girls’ own sake, that in order to preserve their reputation they have to avoid pre-marital relationships with them. There is no reason to worry about this when it comes to Norwegian girls, who may have affairs as they wish.
	Though available statistics are not accurate, there is no doubt that a vast majority of both men and women of immigrant origin end up marrying a person of the same origin (Bredal 1998: 13). Most marriages, at least for those of Pakistani or Turkish origin, are with a partner brought up in the parents’ country (for the Pakistani about 70 %, see Bredal 1998: 13). The spouses will then usually have rather different life experiences, education, and attitudes. In the interviews, the reasons given for preferring a partner from their parents’ country are primarily the importance of having the same religion (for Muslims), and the importance of having a partner the parents will accept.​[8]​
	Choosing a partner whom the parents do not accept would entail a heavy burden, and often the risk of rupture with the family (see the case of Zafar below). Harun has a brother who married a girl from a third country, and Harun feels sorry for his Turkish parents who now have a communication problem with their daughter-in-law and with their grandchildren. He therefore accepted to marry the girl his parents proposed for him: “Birds of a feather flock together. It is a bit racist to say so, but that’s how it is.” Phuong and her brother are both engaged to native Norwegians, and she complains about the unease at the Sunday dinner table. She portrays her highly educated Vietnamese parents as somewhat snobbish and thinks they are not satisfied with her fiancé’s career plans.​[9]​ 
	In contrast to what is customary for young people in Norway, youth of immigrant origin usually live with their parents until they marry. If they are students, their parents will support them more heavily than Norwegian parents do. In many cases the parents find partners for them, arrange for the wedding, buy an apartment for the young couple, and help a lot with care of the grandchildren. For these reasons, immigrant parents seem to perceive themselves as caring more for their children than do Norwegian parents, and their children are usually grateful. 
	In immigrant families, the children often have higher competence than their parents in linguistic and cultural matters. They interpret for their parents, and they handle contacts with the tax or social security office, or write their parents’ job applications - become their parents’ parents, as Portes and Rumbaut (2001: 51-53) put it. However, this competence is not necessarily a source of authority or influence. Whatever the direction of the dependency between parents and children, it will always work as a strong tie. Aisha and her siblings try to motivate their illiterate mother, who has spent 20 years in Norway without speaking the language, to take classes in Norwegian. She retorts: “You are here, so why should I learn Norwegian?” She relies on help from her children.  
	Iqbal is an ambitious student and a talented businessman. He is involved in political work and has been elected to high positions. He lives in a suburb with very few immigrants and is accustomed to mixing with native Norwegians. He has charm and girls most certainly find him attractive. He is not only well integrated but also successful, according to Norwegian standards. Still, due to his sense of duty toward his parents, his life is very different from the lives of his native Norwegian peers. 
I use to hear: ‘You are not Iqbal, but you are Tahir’s son.’ That’s what it is about. If you do anything, nobody will say Iqbal did it, but what you will hear is that Tahir’s son did it. Because nobody knows my name if you get a bit outside of Oslo, but everybody knows Tahir O. So my father tells me that quite often, and he says his father told him the same, when he left for Norway: ‘Okay, you leave, that is your own will, but remember whose son you are’. It is as if I feel some responsibility for the name. If my father has spent 25 years to build himself up, and built up a reputation and a name, then I shouldn’t just tear it down. I don’t think I have any right to do that. 
	The “nobody”/”everybody” implicitly refers to the Pakistani community in Norway. Both parents and children tend to identify themselves through their relations to the others, i.e. as son/daughter/mother/father of ...
	The strong family ties should not only be viewed according to a scheme of expectations from the parents and compliance from the children. The ties are concretely expressed in care and involvement going in both directions. The ties should not be seen as a cultural heritage from which the children cannot escape, but as something they – in many cases - deeply value and from which they do not want to escape. 
	When pointing to positive aspects of Norway, many interviewees stressed democracy, political freedom, equality, safety, welfare, prosperity, and the lack of corruption. When pointing to positive aspects of their parents’ country, they mentioned the family traditions: the unity and togetherness, the low rates of divorce, and the care for the elderly. 
	Some survey data point to the same pattern: appreciation of individual rights and modern gender relations together with valuation of the traditional family. A study of youth in Oslo (Øia 1998) revealed that a majority of immigrant youth agreed with statements such as “Girls who are 16 or older should decide for themselves when and with which boys they want to go out”, or “The choice of a spouse should be left completely to the person who is going to marry”. But while only 33 % of the young with Norwegian parents think “The interests of the family should have priority over the interests of the individual”, 55 % of the young with Vietnamese parents agree with this statement, as do 58 % of those with Pakistani parents (Øia 1999). In a study of young people with Turkish parents in Denmark, Mehmet Necef (1996) found that 52 % of the men interviewed and 42 % of the women interviewed preferred Danish attitudes toward “flirting – love relations between boys and girls” to the Turkish. However, when asked which aspects of the Turkish or Kurdish culture that should be maintained in Denmark, 87 % of those interviewed responded that the relations between parents and children absolutely should be maintained, and 60 % stated that the custom of preserving the girl’s virginity absolutely should be maintained (only 9 % clearly rejected this statement). 
	These are complex questions, and survey data make contradictions appear, where interviews or other contextual data may find logic. The youth of immigrant origin just want “the best of both worlds”: They appreciate individual freedom and gender equality, at least in the public sphere, while they also value a traditional family culture with strong cohesion and respect for the authority of elders, where the choice of a spouse or women’s sexual morals are family concerns and therefore not to be left to the individual. 

 I have argued here that the feelings of obligation toward parents originate in the family history, which is represented as a narrative of the parents’ sacrifices; in cultural traditions emphasising obedience and respect toward parents, and in the strong value accorded to the family. The typical severity of the upbringing contributes to withdrawing immigrant youth from close contact with youth of Norwegian origin (while they usually have had close contact with native Norwegian peers as children). At the same time, the family may obtain an additional importance due to the exile, where the social network is less extensive than in the countries of origin. Family relations, for instance, are extremely important when these young people look for housing or for work. Let me now move on to my next main topic: gender constructions, which should be understood in light of these family relations. As a transition, I will present two very different cases: first a young woman’s story about her compliance with the parents’ demands, followed by a young man’s story about rupture. 

Gülsüm’s quest for compromises
Gülsüm, aged 20, is born in Norway by Turkish parents. She speaks Norwegian without any accent and dresses in clothes appropriate for Norwegian young women. She looks sad, and I come to understand that the main reason for her sadness is that her mother has suffered from a severe depression for several years. This has affected Gülsüm’s entire family, particularly the youngest sister, who has revolted against both the family and the school. The mother has been at home all the time though her doctor wanted her to be hospitalised. However, the family was afraid that the Turkish community would then label her as mad. The family has had economic problems, as the father, an industrial worker, was the sole support for the family of five children, until the eldest son found a job only short time ago, after several years of unemployment. During this period he used to be with friends known for drug use and delinquency. Gülsüm herself has a low-paid, part-time job, while in the evening she studies for a high school certificate, which may open the possibility for further studies. She has always had good grades at school but wasted two years at a vocational high school she attended because a school advisor who seemed never to believe in immigrant youth’s theoretical skills advised her to do so. Her parents have only little education, and they did not interfere in her choice. She tells me she was shy and silent in school, and as she did her homework and got good grades, her teachers hardly noticed her, and gave her no support or advice.  
	As a child, she played mostly with Norwegian children. At the age of 11, the family moved to an urban housing estate where many people of Turkish origin live, and her contacts with Norwegians were limited. While in high school, her father encouraged her to start using a scarf to cover her hair. 
It was never a pressure, Dad told me I could decide myself, but – “if you wear it, it would be fine, ‘cause there won’t be so much talking”. Because in a society with many foreigners, there are many who talk about you. … Then, in the eighth grade [14 years old], I started wearing a scarf. In my class, we were two who did it, and we were pushed aside, there was no one who wanted to speak to us, we were alone and lost our Norwegian friends. They lost respect for you. 
	When she started at the vocational high school, she wanted to stop using the scarf, but her girlfriend, who continued in the same class, did not want to stop. 
And then the Turkish people here started to gossip, and Dad felt sorry about it, because he heard many things about me. Therefore, I should use a scarf, because people were talking about me, I was a mature girl now, and should not walk around like this. So I started again, and I got isolated again, it was only me and my girlfriend. … But it might have come from us, too. My friend had arrived from Turkey not so long ago, and she was not so used to Norwegians. The Norwegians asked us to come with them to the cafeteria, but she did not want to, she was afraid of being harassed. There were some neo-nazis at the school, and she was afraid of the cafeteria. 
	For Gülsüm’s father, what ethnic Norwegians think about his daughter does not count. Neither do the religious commands about women’s dressing seem to be of importance to him. What counts is the recognition from other ethnic Turks. Compared to many other parents of Turkish origin, he is not severe with his daughter. Still, she feels a strong pressure to comply with the demands from the Turkish community, for her father’s sake. Underlying this dilemma is the concern for a father who has worked hard and suffered because of his wife’s depression and the problems of the other children. Gülsüm does not want to cause more suffering for him. 
	The Norwegians withdrew from the Turkish girls, and the Turkish girls withdrew from the Norwegians. Today, Gülsüm herself is lonely and isolated, with her sister as her only close friend. Although she only rarely wears the scarf, she has no Norwegian girlfriends, and as her Turkish girlfriends have married, she has lost them, too. Suddenly they felt so mature and superior to the unmarried, she says, so they had nothing to talk about anymore. She does not want to marry yet: “I want to have an education and a job, have something stable, I should not have any problems at the time when I marry.” She passes her time reading, particularly books about Turkish history, about Islam, about the lives of Muslim women, about the experiences of non-Muslim women in Muslim countries, about Jewish people. Gülsüm’s story reveals difficult negotiations over identity issues, where she is caught between own desires and the expectations from her family, from the Turkish community and from native Norwegian peers. Her quest for compromise seems to have led her to isolation both from the Turkish community and from native Norwegians.  


Zafar’s rupture
Zafar came from Pakistan to Norway when he was six, and has visited Pakistan only once. He now lives with his Norwegian girlfriend. He speaks Norwegian without accent. In his apartment, there are no quotations from the Koran on the walls, and none of the typical Pakistani bric-à-brac. The furniture is kept in light colors, like young Norwegians typically like it, not the dark and shiny surfaces typical of Pakistani apartments in Norway. There is even a dog. His girlfriend assures me the only thing Pakistani about Zafar is his looks. I notice something I recognize as ‘typical Norwegian’ about his relaxed, bodily attitude. He does not conceal the fact that I had gotten him out of bed, even if it was his suggestion that I should be there at 10 a.m. His feet are bare, he is still not quite awake, as he stretches out in the sofa. None of the other male interviewees behaved in such a relaxed manner in my presence (I am a woman, about 15 years older than most of them). 
	When Zafar was 16, the trouble started at home. At that time he got his first girlfriend, he quit school, and he was involved in some delinquent activity. Two years later, he found it impossible to stay at home because of the quarreling over his lifestyle. To move from home before marrying, and without any acceptable reason (i.e., studies in another city), is very unusual for Norwegian-Pakistani youth, while it is common for native Norwegians. Zafar says: “I had to move away from home in order to live as I am, in order to be myself.” The statement reveals an understanding of himself as an autonomous individual, independent of his family.
	Zafar once brought his former girlfriend to visit his parents, but he says he will never do it again. “They were nice to the girl and everything, but shit, how mean they were afterwards! … Always slandering, and telling me to break up with her. I was fed up. After that I just gave up the idea that my parents should accept it.” They have never met his current girlfriend, even though he has lived with her for a couple of years, and they never ask about her either. It hurts him that they show no interest in this aspect of his life. He rarely sees his parents now.
	At the time of the interview, Zafar is particularly angry with his father. He has just become aware that he has a half-sister in Norway, of almost the same age as himself. Before his father brought his wife and children to Norway, he fathered a child by a Norwegian girlfriend. In light of his father’s double moral standard, Zafar is enraged about all the trouble he got at home over his own love affairs. In contrast to his father, Zafar had been open about his life, and he was then forced to choose between a Norwegian and a Pakistani lifestyle. The consequence was a rupture with his family, and, likely because of this rupture, a reinforcement of his adherence to a lifestyle typical for young Norwegians. 

Femininity: subtle changes 
Ways of being a man or a woman are deeply rooted in a habitus, and most immigrants will therefore maintain their traditional gender constructions in the new country. Nevertheless, there have occurred considerable changes even for the first generation. For instance, participation in the labor market has become frequent even for the first generation of women, and, at least in some families, it has triggered changes in the authority structure.​[10]​ The new generation is marked by their parents’ ideas and practices concerning gender, but also by the society they live in, which presents new possibilities, temptations and risks. Together with ethnic origin, a specific position in a social and geographical space places its imprint on the gender constructions. I will first present the new forms of femininity.

The changes from one generation to the next are many and some of them are quite visible. While they seek to maintain family honor, the young women’s way of dressing is in most cases quite different from what it would have been in the home communities of their parents (cf. Berg 1993). Head garb, long skirts or dresses are rare. For the young women interviewed it is evident that they will be working on the labor market, at least for a part of their lives, which is a dramatic change of attitudes and practices in only one generation. Several women stressed that education is important, and most of the young women who have not pursued higher education, tell me they regret it. 
	Other changes are more subtle. From Norwegians’ point of view, Hoa seems to be very Vietnamese. Her Norwegian is not fluent, in spite of many years in Norway. Her husband is Vietnamese, she works with children of Vietnamese origin, and her relatives and friends are all Vietnamese. She tells me her husband does not allow her to go out in the evening, and that “as a Vietnamese girl” she is not supposed to smoke or to drink alcohol. She was careful about keeping her virginity until her wedding night, but she adds it was not really because she wanted to: it was to avoid angering her husband. Her father stayed behind in Vietnam when, at the age of 8, she left with her older siblings. When she saw her father again after many years, it shocked him that she had become “so Norwegian”. What was “so Norwegian” about her was that she answered him: “I talk back. That is Norwegian culture.” This also shocks her in-laws. She says she has learnt in Norway to take care of herself, also financially, and to pay back when she borrows money, even when it is from the in-laws (she does not allow the establishment of any dependency). She quarrels with her husband when she thinks that he should assume his share of the household chores. When he answers that he would prefer her to stay home, she reminds him that they need the money she earns if they are going to buy a new house. “And then he says it is OK that I work, he is a bit Norwegian.” In subtle ways, Hoa and her husband are both changing. These changes are in the direction of more equality between the sexes regarding both paid work and housework and toward more independence from the parents and between the spouses.  
	The father of Amina, of Pakistani origin, was so afraid of the influence of Norwegian society on his daughter that he kept her home from school, and when school authorities intervened, he sent her back to Pakistan. She returned to Norway when she was 16, and then her father let her attend a school class with only Pakistani girls. After school, she was to come home directly and stay there. She had no friends and suffered from the isolation. Her rescue came from an arranged marriage, when she accepted the first proposal her parents made her. The marriage is a happy one; her husband is very kind to her. She has two children now and tells me that she wants her daughter in Norway to learn to be free, to decide things for herself, even if she knows this implies that one will not be able to rely on help from family members. 
	Amina’s relatives tell her she has become completely Norwegian. They were upset when she had answered back to a cousin who criticized her for sending her children to a kindergarten: “That’s my problem, you should consider your own. … I am in charge of them, not you.” Amina believes that in the last three years she has learned more than her parents have in their whole lives; she has learned to free herself from the fear of what other people think about her.  “I don’t give a shit about what other people say about me. It’s my life. I can decide over it, I can decide for myself and for my kids. My husband and me, we are friends in a way. When I have a problem, I say ‘sit down and listen to me now’. That’s how we are. Everybody thinks I have made a slave of my husband.” 
	For Amina, this autonomy is a revolution. At the same time, however, she still is a Muslim, and she adheres to the religious precepts as well as to many Pakistani traditions. She supports the prescription of pre-marital virginity, she thinks a woman should use clothes that cover her body, that parents should take part in the decisions about their children’s marriages, and that children should take care of their parents when they get old. 
	Norwegian sociologist Mette Andersson (1999), in a study of two different groups of immigrant young women - students and members of a sports club - distinguishes two patterns of change of femininity. The students transform femininity by widening the scope of immigrant women’s practices through education and professional careers, while they dress neutrally and behave in ways that do not provoke their parents. The sports club members, however, push the limits in a more embodied and provocative way, with their athleticism and more fashion-conscious ways of dressing, by going to discos and having boyfriends (still rather secretly). These women, too, negotiate appearance and practices with their parents and still take care not to go too far. 
	This more bodily liberated style still seems to be quite unusual in Norway, but I have encountered it among my informants. The clearest examples would be two girls of Turkish origin, both students. Nefise finally got her parents to accept that she had to move closer to the University. Both her parents and her brother have keys to her apartment, however, and may show up unannounced at any moment. Her parents call her several times a day, particularly in the evening, and, since she has a cellular telephone, they check that she really is at home by asking her what she is watching at TV. She and her friend Meral, who is in the same situation, are interested in make-up and fashion clothes, and they told me they enjoyed going to discos, and that they had boyfriends. They had “covered” for each other against their respective prying parents, but they had been discovered. Besides interfering in they way they dressed and behaved, their parents are now trying to break up their friendship. Although Nefise and Meral have tried to adopt a lifestyle that is usual for Norwegian girls, they stressed to me that they did not feel Norwegian. They had no Norwegian girlfriends, as they felt Norwegian girls could not relate to their situation. Furthermore, they were not attracted to Norwegian men, whose style and ways of treating women did not appeal to them: Norwegian men were not as “passionate” as “dark” men. I take such statements as indications that their gender constructions are new and complex creations, which cannot be reduced to either “Norwegianness” or “Turkishness”, nor to a combination of these. 
	Zoun, whom I met shortly after a suicide attempt, is of Vietnamese origin. She tells me that she had to work so much at home during her childhood that she loved to go to school – to relax. She describes her father as a domestic tyrant who spends all he earns on himself. Her adult brother is unemployed, and her mother stays at home, with her younger siblings. Now, 21 years old and working in a low-paid job, Zoun is the one whose income maintains the family, besides taking care of her youngest siblings when coming home from work. She obtained her high school certificate although she had very little time for sleep during the high school years. She wants to study at university, but her plans must be postponed. “I am a slave to my family,” she says. She has had a boyfriend, also of Vietnamese origin. But their parents were not on good terms with each other and forced the two young people to stop seeing each other. Zoun’s situation cannot be understood as “remaining Vietnamese” nor as “becoming Norwegian”, because it is as atypical for a Vietnamese girl in Vietnam as it is for a Norwegian girl in Norway. Neither do her other family members live as they would have done in Vietnam. The young woman who supports a large family and the young man on unemployment benefits or on social welfare (her brother) are both new kinds of social actors, produced by the situation of being immigrants. 
	In the course of these changes that in general go toward more autonomy for women of immigrant origin, many will find themselves in a sort of double bind, subjected to conflicting demands. Concerning love and sexuality, they may be squeezed between their parents’ expectations on the one hand, and the expectations of their peers, or their own wishes and desires, on the other. Concerning work, they may be required to contribute fully, both in a paid work and at home. If they also marry a man who comes directly from a village in their parents’ country, they risk having a spouse who is unable to find employment and not willing or prepared to do housework. 

I have here sought to show how female practices have changed for the women of immigrant origin, and in many different ways: appearance, embodied behavior, relations to labor market, upbringing of children, expressions of independence from parents or from spouse, etc. Some of these changes, however, are quite subtle, and the process of change is not a simple one, where the young women of immigrant origin simply adopt the ways of native women. 

Masculinity: new mixtures  
While the women’s sexual behavior is of utmost importance for the family, and while their style of dress is understood as an expression of morality (more or less sexualized outfits) and ethnic identification (long dresses or jeans, scarf or not, etc.), this is not quite the case for the men. Nevertheless, through their bodily habitus, their lifestyle and values young immigrant men also express different identifications. Here I will describe different types of masculinity. 
	First, there are some types of masculinity adopted by young men who seem to identify more with the dominant culture than as immigrants. Zafar, presented above, would be an example, with a bodily habitus, a lifestyle and values that indeed seem “ordinary Norwegian”. 
	A masculinity that reflects identification within their parents’ culture is more typical, although rarely visible in the dressing pattern. Like the majority of the girls, the majority of the immigrant boys are rather close to the heritage of their parents. They are (or have become) law abiding and hard-working, they accept their parents’ authority, they live rather quietly, rarely going to parties and (the Muslims) rarely drinking alcohol. Most of those young men who are of Turkish or Pakistani origin have accepted or think they will accept an arranged marriage, even though they may have or have had Norwegian girlfriends. Those who have obtained a higher education are in general more in favor of gender equality than the others are. Nevertheless, when it comes to their own sisters, their norms are stricter. They want their sisters to be allowed to participate in excursions with their school class, to play handball with their peers, to get higher education or to postpone marriage. However, the boys just want their sisters to be trusted to behave “decently” even if they are allowed such things. The brothers attribute importance to their sisters’ sexual morality, as misbehavior would affect the whole family (cf. Shaw 1988 chapter 8 on the traditional attitudes of the second generation of boys). Several boys consider the girls not to be oppressed, but protected from the world’s difficulties and dangers. 
	In the following, I will concentrate on a third subgroup of masculinites, which I will label a subcultural form. In the media, young males from the second generation of immigrants are frequently coupled with gang violence and other forms of criminality, and with misogyny and conspicuous masculinity, stemming from masculine ideals in their parents’ countries or from a lack of positive, male role models. The question is whether this representation of them is a media construct or not. In fact, some of the men I interviewed had participated in gangs, possessed a criminal record, exhibited a rather tough style (clothes, bodily habitus, language), and also expressed ideas about women that undoubtedly may be considered patriarchal, chauvinist, or androcentric. Take the case of Aman, who complained about his ex-girlfriend who had failed to wait for him while he was doing time in prison: “You cannot trust Norwegian weather and Norwegian girls. One day it’s raining, the next day the snow is falling. Even when the sun shines, the rain starts again. That’s the way they are. One day like this, the next day you don’t know where they are.” Aman, like some other male interviewees in marginal social situations, conveys a negative attitude towards gender equality, a possessive attitude toward girls, contempt for Norwegian ways of being women or men, together with strong ideals about honor, respect, and loyalty toward friends. These attitudes characterize delinquent boys of immigrant origin in other Norwegian studies, too (Anderssson 1999, Lien & Haaland 1998, Larsen 1992).
  	Mehmet arrived to Norway from Turkey when he was nine years old. He has been unemployed for a number of years. His attempts to get some post-secondary education have all been interrupted. Mehmet explains to me why he wants to marry a Turkish girl: “I cannot accept, for instance if I marry a Norwegian girl, that she goes out to bars and discos and sees other guys. I cannot accept many of the other things she does, I don’t want her to go around freely, you see. If she’s going to a disco, she will go with me.” His future wife may have a job if that is what she wants: “But it is men who work, really, and women should stay at home. If she wants to work, she may, but who then will take care of the kids? I cannot take care of the child when I am going to work, that is not possible.” Such remarks are striking for someone who has been almost 15 years in Norway. The fact that most parents in Norway manage to combine a work life with care for children, thanks to kindergartens, child-minders and schools, is something that Mehmet does not even take into consideration. Mehmet has once been sentenced for a violent crime. About 15 boys of Turkish origin had gathered to take revenge for a friend who had been hurt by a Pakistani boy. Another Pakistani boy was then severely injured. Mehmet says: “We have to help our mates, you see, if they are hit. If not, it is not a good friendship. Many cases with the police are due to my mates. And I like to help them, I’ve never left them behind.” 
	While a part of the violence about which the young men spoke was in deference to friendship, another part had to do with defending their girlfriends. The perceived provocation was usually of a minor nature. Omar had watched his girlfriend dance with a girlfriend of hers in a discotheque, when suddenly a man had touched his girlfriend’s hair. He ran over and knocked the man down. He feels ashamed about it, because the victim turned out to be the other girl’s boyfriend, and Omar had to excuse himself afterwards. There are of course many jealous, native Norwegians, and many relaxed immigrant boys, but this tendency to react violently over a minor event, this hyper-awareness, has been documented in another study of boys, mainly of immigrant origin, in street-gangs in Oslo (Lien & Haaland 1998). Native Norwegian girls are also reported to perceive boys of immigrant origin as particularly jealous. But where does this conduct come from? Most of these boys have parents from Muslim or South-east Asian countries, but they cannot have learned their scripts for how to behave with a girlfriend there, since young men in these countries are not supposed to have girlfriends. Those scripts are elaborated where they live, among their peers, and are subject to influence from many sources. 
 	One ethnic group may dominate the peer groups, but they are usually somewhat mixed, also with native Norwegians. According to Aman, who is of Pakistani origin, his native Norwegian friends do not feel comfortable with native Norwegians anymore, and claim Norwegians do not really value friendship, and do not have anything to talk about. There are white boys in Norway who identify with black culture, American “gangsta’rap” has local fans, words from Urdu or Turkish are used by native Norwegians living in housing projects (Vestel 2000, cf. Jones 1988 on England, Sernhede 1996 a, 1996b on Sweden). The ideas about honor and respect are probably less influenced by the norms and values in the immigrant boys’ grandparents’ villages than by movies, hip-hop and rap music, by a commercial derivation of Black American culture​[11]​. In this latter culture, “respect” is a key concept, together with “attitude”, and the ideal man should never lose face. In Norway, young people inspired by this culture place much emphasis on a bodily capital, not only in the form of physical strength, but also in the form of competence in dancing and in sports like skating, snowboard, martial arts, or boxing.  These subcultures have many elements in common with other working class male, criminal gangs, with MC-clubs or even with groups of skinheads (see Fangen 1999). Territoriality, honor, friendship, physical toughness, and the idealization of the male body are common traits.

The values and behavior of gang boys of immigrant origin should therefore be understood as a mixture of cultural influences, including the peer group’s own cultural innovations. The subcultural values and practices are, however, not arbitrary and do not merely serve the purpose of making a distinction from other groups. The accent on bodily practices is a reflection of lack of success in school and lack of alternative career ways (cf. Mauger & Fossé-Poliak 1983, Wacquant 1995). As a form of self-defense, a means to gain control over a former white territory, and as a source of dignity the bodily style is a response to racism, Philly Desai (1999) argues in his dissertation on “bad, Bengali boys” in London. His “hypermasculine” informants thus subvert stereotypes of Asian males as feminine and passive. With their modern hairstyles and preferences for designer label clothing, they also contest the stereotypes of Bengalis as poor and backwards. The misogyny I encountered may, in line with Bourgois’ (1996) powerful analysis of Puerto Rican crack dealers in New York, be understood as a way of gaining self-respect in a desperately frustrating situation. The labor market demands skills these Puerto Ricans do not have, or demands a great flexibility or acceptance of hard working conditions and low salaries. The young and marginalized men are unable to support women economically, nor control them patriarchally, and, in Bourgois’ study, end up lashing out against women and children, as well as normalizing gang rape, sexual conquest, and paternal abandonment. In my data, expressions of misogyny are less extreme, but the young men’s social and economical situation is less extreme, too. Bourgois does not discuss it, but I believe that many observers would simply dismiss the Puerto Rican male crack dealers’ misogyny as “typical Latin American machismo”. In fact, Bourgois shows how far they have deviated from their grandfathers, who gained authority and respect from their roles as hard workers and providers. The misogyny is not a cultural heritage from Puerto Rico, but a product of a particular social situation in New York. The misogyny of the subgroup of male immigrants to Norway here described is far less harsh, but so is their social situation, too. 

Concluding notes on trends of changes 
It is difficult to speak about changes in gender constructions and familial relations without - at least implicitly – employing a modernization paradigm (cf. Mørck 2000). The problems of this paradigm are several: the assumption that there is only one trajectory of change; the projection of Western cultural practices as a model of human behavior; the overlooking of how so-called traditional values and patterns may survive within Western societies, and may even be revived from time to time (e.g. religious movements, or matrimonial practices); or the overlooking of the existence of so-called modern traits within the so-called traditional societies (e.g. wage-labor, consumption patterns, television…). 
	We have seen several examples demonstrating how a simple modernization paradigm would be reductionist: The identity constructions of the young are complex, and cannot be placed along a single line running from “the Pakistani, Turk…” over to “the Norwegian”, or from “traditional” to “modern”. The young do not either follow their parents’ ideals or take over Norwegian patterns in a simple way. Rather, they create new forms of identities, with combinations that would be impossible to understand within a simplistic modernization paradigm. For instance, within such a paradigm, religion belongs to the traditional world while the modern world is secular. How is it possible, then, to understand that some well-educated women of Pakistani origin tell me they have tried to teach their parents Islam to make them understand the difference between “traditions” and religion, and thus accept that a woman should decide upon her own marriage or accept that the Pakistani division into castes (braderies) cannot be justified? Islam has then become a defense for women’s rights and a means of asserting a principle of equality. Or consider Tariq, who tells me that he might accept it if his Pakistani parents find a girl they want him to marry: “But I’ve told Dad, that if they find one, I want one who is able to work. I do not want to be the only one who works, while she’s sitting at home.” He knows that in order to have a standard of living and of housing at an average Norwegian level, a family needs two incomes, and it is obvious for him that he will then take on his share of the housework. He then envisages what from a distant point of view could be considered a “traditional” marriage between spouses with a “modern” lifestyle, but for him, there is no incoherence.
	In the midst of all this complexity, however, we can discern some lines of change. Consider, for instance, the case of Rubina: The only thing I knew when I went to see her, was that she was of Pakistani origin and had married a Norwegian, and I admit I expected to find a very “Westernized” girl. I was indeed surprised when a young woman in traditional Pakistani clothes opened the door and invited me into an apartment decorated with Koran verses. Rubina told me she was brought up very strictly. She was never alone after school and did not see friends on her own either. Her father took her to birthday parties or to watch her friends play handball. She never opened the door when the bell rang nor answered the telephone. The school was the only place where she was not under parental control, and there she fell in love with a Norwegian boy. She was 18 when her mother asked her if she would marry a cousin in Pakistan. She refused and told her mother she was in love. Some weeks later she had married her boyfriend and moved in with him. This led to a rupture with her family, but shortly after she came to terms with them again. Rubina tells me her husband is a converted Muslim, who prays five times a day, even at his workplace. She thinks that her upbringing was not severe enough, and they are now preparing to throw out the television and the CD player. She does not wear a veil, although her husband encourages her to do so, but she thinks she will begin to do it. Paradoxically, the reason she hesitates to do so, is that she does not want to attract attention in public. Rubina believes that she should obey her husband, but it is clear they have a space for negotiations. 
	Despite the religious fundamentalism, Rubina is indeed a girl who has broken with traditions. In many respects, she seems to reflect Western ideas about individual rights more than traditional Pakistani ideas about obedience toward parents and husband. She stood up against her parents, she followed her heart and not their demands. She negotiates with her husband. She has career plans, and she wants to postpone having children in order to complete an education. 
	I believe that the underlying ideas - about individual rights, about women’s and children’s rights to decide over their lives, and about love (individual feelings) as a justification for action - are gaining ground among young people of immigrant origin. They will be increasingly likely to claim the right to decide over their bodies, over their sexuality, as well as over the choice of a partner or spouse. They will also be likely to feel less responsibility for their parents, a trend that the older generation is painfully starting to realize. A movement toward more equality between the genders is inseparable from a turn toward more autonomy for the younger generation. In this very restricted sense, the second-generation immigrant youth are in a process of becoming more “Norwegian” or more “modern”. A modernization paradigm cannot, however, grasp the complexity of the gender constructions, which are the results of (sometimes painful) negotiations and accommodations, reflect multiple sources of influence, and, as when sexual Puritanism comes with feminist assertiveness, or acceptance of arranged marriages comes with sharing of household tasks, may even be bricolages where the combinations follow a logic that needs a thorough understanding of the entire life situation to be detected. 
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Gender Remix: On gender constructions among children of immigrants in Norway 
Annick Prieur

Abstract 
Values and practices regarding sex and gender are among the most fundamental constituents of a society’s symbolic system as well as of an individual’s self. Gendered ways of behavior are symbolic markers of ethnicity, both in a process of labeling from the outside and in the construction of a subjective identity. Based on interviews with children of immigrants from patriarchal societies living in Norway, one of the countries in the world where gender equality has reached furthest, the article reveals the tension they experience between the ways gender issues are dealt with in their families and in the surrounding society. Their gender constructions cannot be understood only in light of cultural influence, as if on a scale running from conformity to parents’ culture to conformity to Norwegian culture. There is something really new in the making – new combinations and new creations – reflecting the particular social situation of the young people of immigrant origin. The feelings of obligations and debt toward the parents are strong, as well as the adherence to traditional family values. Still there is clearly a tendency that ideas about individual rights, such as women’s and children’s rights to decide over their lives, are gaining influence. 
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^1	  For this view on the suffering of immigrants, particularly related to the relations between parents and children, see Sayad’s interviews and comments in Bourdieu et.al. 1999. 
^2	  This is certainly true at the level of public discourse. When it comes to sexual attractions, the picture becomes more unclear. 
^3	  These country portraits are extremely simplified and overlook the cultural differences between classes and regions within a country. The lifestyle of urban intellectuals in Turkey, Pakistan and Vietnam, for instance, has more in common with the lifestyle of urban Norwegians than with the lifestyle of peasants in their own country. Such nuances cannot be explored here.
^4	  See www.likestilling.no, Kitterød (2000), and Frønes (1996, 1997) for accounts of the situation in Norway today. One might argue, as does Bourdieu (2001), that an androcentric vision of the world, as the one he found in the Kabyle society more than 40 years ago, survives as unconscious, symbolic structures in men and women in the Western world. Many feminist scholars in Scandinavia would agree with Bourdieu, and highlight the subtle and covert forms which male domination takes in Scandinavia today. I would still maintain that the difference between societies with legitimate forms of patriarchal domination and those with subtle and covert forms is so large that a juxtaposition of them is meaningful. 
^5	  They were also present in the interview setting, where I was identified with “Norwegian” practices and values. This was particularly striking when some interviewees anticipated what they assumed would be my evaluations of their practices, and started to excuse and justify themselves (for instance when talked about entering an arranged marriage), and when some others adopted a slightly aggressive tone, using expressions like “you Norwegians” and giving negative characterizations of Norwegians. 
^6	  This complexity is convincingly demonstrated in Portes and Rumbaut’s (2001) comprehensive study of the children of immigrants to the United States: In their conclusion, the different immigrant groups’ patterns of acculturation are seen as resulting from an interplay between features of the group (family structure, organization, human capital) and their reception in the US over three generations. 
^7	  Sharin is not the only one to tell me about friendship with Christian fundamentalists. One Muslim boy has even a girlfriend from a Christian fundamentalist family. Their parents have met and got along very well. The opposition between a religious and a secular orientation of life is perhaps more important today than the opposition between religions.
^8	  Of course there may be other reasons than these. There is undoubtedly a strong pressure on many immigrant parents from their friends and relatives in their home countries on behalf of their children, as marriage with a person living in Europe is almost the only legal means to gain entrance to a European country. 
^9	  The stories of the Vietnamese immigrant, who arrived as refugees, differ from those of the Turkish and Pakistani. However, the refugees’ stories are indeed also stories about suffering and sacrifices. Furthermore, as Vietnamese parents, for cultural reasons, are known to be good at inducing bad conscience in their children (Fladstad 1993, Nguyen 2000), the feelings of obligation and debt toward parents are no less strong among their children than among the children of Pakistani and Turkish immigrants. 
^10	  Shaw (1988: 5) argues that most of the Pakistani women who joined their husbands in Britain, thus escaping their mothers-in-law, achieved much more freedom and authority. Darvishpour (1999) argues that female work participation (together with the woman-friendly family laws in Sweden, compared to Iran) have given Iranian refugee women a new strength in the family, which have led to a rather high level of divorces. 
^11	  Desai (1999) shows how specific, Bengali ideas about respect for one’s elders are modified and adapted by the second generation in London, and put together with a notion of “being safe” that  has Jamaican origins. 
